In recent decades, well-founded respect for rapidly progressive bacterial sepsis in newborn infants led to implementation of guidelines for ascertainment and management of early-onset neonatal sepsis (EOS). Limited ability to predict sepsis and frequent absence of early clinical signs resulted in empiric treatment of large numbers of infants À typically 30 to 40 À for each infant with confirmed EOS. Effective obstetrical measures to prevent neonatal sepsis, such as limitation of vaginal examinations, active management of labor to avoid prolonged duration of ruptured membranes, and prophylaxis for group B Streptococcus, led to a substantial reduction in rates of EOS by the middle of the last decade (Fig. 1) . Because recommendations for empiric treatment remained categorical, however, the number of neonates treated per confirmed EOS case ballooned to more than 100 [1,2] (> 200 in some settings [3, 4] ). In concert with increasing recognition of adverse effects of antibiotic exposures, this has led to an emerging consensus that too many infants are receiving unnecessary and potentially harmful antibiotic treatment.
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Recognizing this trend, investigators from hospital systems in the United States sought a more efficient paradigm to identify infants at risk for EOS. A large proportion of infants at risk were not identified by risk stratification using a multivariate regression model based on maternal risk factors alone [5] . Addition of physical examination of the infants substantially improved recognition of EOS cases [6] , but 40% of the EOS cases in the development data [6] or a subsequent birth cohort [3] still were not categorized as high-risk at birth. An online EOS Calculator incorporating the multivariate model and clinical findings [7] addressed this gap with additional recommendations: do more frequent vital signs and/or a blood culture for infants with ambiguous or intermediate risk estimates and "strongly consider antibiotics" for all with clinical signs of illness. The developers "recognized that a septic infant might appear well at birth and then develop symptoms later"; [7] a number of infants with EOS in their cohort must have been identified when ongoing examinations revealed postnatal development of clinical signs [3] . Validation of this tool is still needed, but this work makes important contributions to our understanding of EOS ascertainment: (1) traditional maternal risk factors alone are not sufficiently predictive, (2) standardized physical examination adds significant information, and (3) ongoing clinical monitoring is essential to ascertain infants with EOS otherwise not recognized.
In this issue, Pettinger et al. draw upon a collection of published instances of EOS for which available data suffice for comparison of case ascertainment by the calculator-based strategy to ascertainment using NICE guidelines [8] . The primary endpoint was "missed cases", defined as instances in which the calculator did not initially recommend treatment but the NICE guidelines did. As noted by the calculator's developers [9] , these cases may not have been truly "missed", as they were (or almost certainly would have been) identified by ongoing clinical surveillance. The implication is not that the calculatorbased strategy is inadequate or less safe (i.e., "missing" more cases), but rather just that it relies to a greater extent on ongoing evaluations of the babies. In practice, all approaches will initially fail to identify some neonates who will go on to have EOS. The analysis of Pettinger et al. supports Puopolo and Escobar's observation that "high-quality clinical examinations and protocols that ensure they happen consistently are the keys to timely identification of infected newborns" [9] . This vigilance must apply to all newborn infants, and not solely to those with intermediate estimates of risk, as more than 80% (29 of 36) of the infants with EOS who were not clinically ill at birth in the largest series reported to date had risk estimates below the threshold for incremental vigilance [3] . Provision of such oversight may be especially challenging in settings where birth at home or early hospital discharge are the prevalent practice. If serial examinations are not feasible for any reason, risk stratification by maternal risk factors may be useful.
Since clinical vigilance is inescapable, considerations of which strategy to adopt should primarily be driven by the numbers of newborn infants who undergo diagnostic evaluation and/or receive empiric antibiotic treatment with each strategy. The largest study suggests that the NICE guidelines result in empiric treatment of 16% of all infants (at least 96 per case of EOS) À nearly four times as many as would have been the case using the EOS calculator [10] . Further surveillance of very large populations will be required to determine which approaches are most efficient at balancing risks. Comparisons such as DOI of original article: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eclinm.2019.11.020.that presented by Pettinger et al. will be necessary to determine which strategy might be most appropriate in each different environment. Policy choices will be facilitated by additional reports such as those used in this analysis, including data for each EOS case sufficient to assign management recommendations and to identify paradigm components that lead to case ascertainment, as well as population-based data to evaluate rates of false-positive recommendations leading to testing or treatment of infants who are not infected.
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